
A. Disperse Lacover    padding finish throughout the pad by tapping pad into the open palm of the hand. 
     This will avoid a wet spot in the pad and will help produce an even flow during application.

B. Before padding over the bare spot, select Blendal    powder stain colour that matches the shade of the
     surrounding finish. Apply Blendal    powder stain to index finger of the other hand. Fig. 1

C. Using a light stroke, pad several times over bare spot with Lacover    padding finish. Fig. 2

D. As soon as the last stroke is completed, immediatly apply the stain with your fingertip 
     to the unstained or damaged spot, rubbing lightly with the grain. Fig. 3

E. Once the stain has been applied, continue finishing operation by padding a light coat of Lacover    
     padding finish over re-stained spot. Use as light a stroke as possible following stain application. 
     If stain "shifts" or does not "hold" in the repaired area, the pad is too wet with Lacover    padding finish 
     or you are using too much pressure.

F. If stain is light in colour, repeat this operation until desired shade is attained. In many cases you will have
    to use 2 to 4 different shades of Blendal    powder stain to accomplish a perfect match. 
    For example, start with a shade or two lighter than original finish and apply a darker shade over 
    a light shade. This procedure will produce a better match. If the results are unsatisfactory, 
    the repaired area can be washed off with LacosolventTM reducer and the entire procedure repeated 
    without fear of damage to the surrounding area. Fig. 4

Spray a protective coat of Tone Finish    laquer of the proper sheen or pad with Lacover    padding finish.
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How to apply stain and finish in one operation
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